Purpose: This study evaluates the effects of active electrode cooling, via internal fluid circulation, on the irreversible electroporation (IRE) lesion, deployed electric current and temperature changes using a perfused porcine liver model. Materials and methods: A bipolar electrode delivered IRE electric pulses with or without activation of internal cooling to nine porcine mechanically perfused livers. Pulse schemes included a constant voltage, and a preconditioned delivery combined with an arc-mitigation algorithm. After treatment, organs were dissected, and treatment zones were stained using triphenyl-tetrazolium chloride (TTC) to demonstrate viability. Results: Thirty-nine treatments were performed with an internally cooled applicator and 21 with a non-cooled applicator. For the constant voltage scenario, the average final electrical current measured was 26.37 and 29.20 A for the cooled and uncooled electrodes respectively (p :001). The average final temperature measured was 33.01 and 42.43 C for the cooled and uncooled electrodes respectively (p :0001). The average measured ablations (fixed lesion) were 3.88-by-2.08 cm and 3.86-by-2.12 cm for the cooled and uncooled electrode respectively (p :2495, p :7507). Similarly, the preconditioned/arc-mitigation scenario yielded an average final electrical current measurement of a 41.07 and 47.20 A for the cooled and uncooled electrodes respectively (p :001). The average final temperature measured was 34.93 and 44.90 C for the cooled and uncooled electrodes respectively (p :005). The average measured ablations (fixed lesion) were 3.67-by-2.27 cm and 3.58-by-2.09 cm for the cooled and uncooled applicators (p :7906; p :5595). Conclusions: The internally-cooled bipolar applicator offers advantages that could improve clinical outcomes. Thermally mitigating internal perfusion technology reduced tissue temperatures and electric current while maintaining similar lesion sizes.
Introduction
Irreversible Electroporation (IRE) is a focal ablation technique used to treat patients with unresectable tumors. IRE relies on 1-2 mm diameter needle applicators to deliver high-amplitude, short-duration, pulsed electric fields to kill cells within a targeted volume of tissue [1] [2] [3] . IRE outcomes are contingent on the generated electric field increasing the transmembrane potential, resulting in increased cell membrane permeability and loss of homeostasis, ultimately ensuing cell death. Consequently, IRE can be used to target malignancies adjacent to vital structures (major nerves, blood vessels, etc.) and is less influenced by convective effects due to local blood perfusion. These qualities make IRE an attractive treatment option for many difficult malignancies, including hepatocellular carcinoma and locally advanced pancreatic cancer, the second and fifth leading causes of cancer deaths in the United States, respectively [4] .
Although they are not the main cause of cell death, temperature and current variations during IRE treatment are critical [5] . While studies have shown that higher delivered electrical energy can be associated with larger treatment zones, it also causes an increase in the protein denaturation region due to thermal side effects [6] . This creates challenges in generating a sufficiently high pulsed electric field that concurrently covers the entire region of interest, while avoiding undesirable thermal effects. Another obstacle with current IRE treatments is that the treatment zone size is restricted by the amount of energy that can be delivered to the tissue by state-of-art generators. Contingent to the applied voltage, initial pulses can often be delivered to tissue without interruption. However, subsequent pulses can potentially cause the current to momentarily exceed the current limit of the generator as a result of the local increase in the tissue conductivity from the electroporation and heat effects. This brief spike in current may initiate internal safety features within the generator, pausing or, in some instances, terminating the treatment in an effort to prevent circuit damage [7] . Therefore, thermal considerations and mitigation during IRE treatment is important to first avoid unwanted thermal damage and second reduce the electrical current and the risk of circuit damage. Some of the efforts in this direction include changing the protocol using shorter pulses or slowing the pulse delivery rate [8] to reduce the amount of heat generation, or adopting techniques to absorb heat such as internal perfusion or using phase change material in the needle applicators [9] .
In this study, a comprehensive examination of IRE treatment with an internally perfused applicator is performed. The IRE treatments are performed on a previously validated perfused organ model [6] and the outcomes are investigated in terms of ablation size, temperature, electrical current and generator failure.
Materials and methods
Numerical modeling was performed in parallel with experimental procedures to investigate the effects of active needle perfusion in liver tissue. The measured experimental data was fed into the numerical model, enabling the ability to capture what is physically happening, as well as predicting the occurrence of other aspects upon manipulation, which could then be tested further.
Numerical modeling of single insertion, bipolar applicators with and without internal cooling
A finite element model was generated and used to predict the electric field distribution in the tissue during treatment with single insertion bipolar applicator with and without internal cooling. The porcine liver tissue was modeled as an ellipsoid of dimensions 7.5 Â 7.5 Â 3.5 cm with liver tissue properties shown in Table 1 . The cooled applicator model consisted of two hollow cylindrical stainless steel electrodes separated by a cylindrical insulating body between them. The uncooled applicator model was designed similarly but with solid cylindrical electrodes and an insulating body separating them. Figure 1 shows these points in detail. The numerical model was solved using a commercial finite element package (COMSOL Multiphysics, v.5.2; Stockholm, Sweden). The electric potential, U at the end of a pulse was determined from Equation (1) and the electric field, E from Equation (2) .
The electrical boundary condition along the tissue in contact with the source and sink was set to U ¼ V and U ¼ 0, respectively. The boundaries not in contact with an electrode were treated as electrically insulating. Prior studies by others [11] , have shown that the electric field evolution at the end of the first pulse can be accurately predicted when the electrical conductivity, r of the tissue is treated as dynamically changing with the electric field (due to electroporation-related effects). Thus, the sigmoidal conductivity versus electric field behavior, shown in Equation (3), was adapted from these findings [11] and applied for all simulations presented within this work.
Here, r 0 is the baseline conductivity, r max is the maximally permeabilized electrical conductivity, C ¼ 8 and D ¼ 10 are the empirically determined sigmoidal function parameters, E j j is the magnitude of the electric field vector, A and B are curve-fitting terms that depend on reversible electrical field threshold, E 0 ; and IRE threshold, E 1 (for eight pulses) and are given by
where E 0 ¼ 460 V/cm and E 1 ¼ 700 V/cm for liver tissue. Parameters r 0 and r max were obtained by comparing the model current at the end of the first pulse to the recorded experimental values. The value of r 0 was tested between physiologically relevant values of 0.05 and 0.12 S/m [12] and r max was tested between 2r 0 and 4r 0 , for a given value of r 0 , as studies have shown that the maximum tissue conductivity change due to electroporation can be two to four times higher than the initial conductivity [11, 13] . A comparison of the numerical model and actual experimental results for both the initial and final current was performed to determine a closeness of fit. The initial conductivity and max-conductivity were set to 0.12 and 0.42 S/m respectively to obtain the best possible fit. The model current was determined by integrating the normal current density over the sink electrode. Further, the root mean square error (RMSE) of the numerical and measured temperature trend over the 300 s treatment was determined for three different perfusion rates, illustrated within Figure 4 . Table 2 details these comparisons.
For consecutive pulses, studies on kidney tissue [14, 15] have shown that the differential increase in the tissue conductivity at the end of each consecutive pulse is dominated by the temperature increase. To model the effect of multiple pulses, the static field was computed at the end of each consecutive pulse with the conductivity calculated using Equation (4) .
Here, a is the thermal coefficient of conductivity, T the instantaneous temperature that was determined from the Bioheat equation (details below), and T 0 the initial temperature of the tissue (26 C, based off of measured results) [11, 14] . Heating of the tissue during treatment was modeled using a modified Pennes' bioheat equation that included a joule heating term r rU j j 2 . The modified equation is given in Equation (4).
where q is the density of the tissue, c p is the specific heat of the tissue, k is the thermal conductivity, x b is the blood perfusion, q b is the blood density, c b is the specific heat of the blood, and T a is the perfusate temperature. The initial temperature of the electrodes and tissue were set to the tissue temperature of 26 C for both the cooled and uncooled models. To simulate the effects of internal cooling, a heat flux boundary condition was applied to the inner core components of the cooled applicator. This is the primary difference between the cooled and uncooled models. A heat transfer coefficient of 30.01 W=cm 2 Á K was calculated and utilized within the model. The volumetric flow rate was calculated based on the flow rate of the internal cooling (35 ml/ min), and the cross-sectional area of the perfusion inlet stream as shown in Equation (6) . Then the Reynolds and Prandtl number were determined and applied to solve for the Nusselt number for turbulent flow within a pipe (Re > 4000)
using Equations (7) and (8) . Lastly, the heat transfer coefficient was calculated using Equation (9) . The coolant temperature was set to 28 C within the model.
As proposed in prior studies [14, 16] , to significantly reduce the computation time, the Joule heating term was scaled according to the pulse on-time divided by the period between the pulses, which resulted in an average heating over the entire pulse duration. Further, the tissue boundaries were defined as adiabatic at the edge of the system domain to illustrate the maximum temperature increase within the tissue model. Finally, to predict thermal injury, the transient temperature field was applied to the thermal damage function. This function was derived from governing biochemical rate processes depicted in terms of an Arrhenius type relationship provided in Equation (10) @X @t ¼ ne ÀEa=ðRÁTÞ
where X is defined as a non-dimensional damage parameter, n is described as the frequency factor (7:39 Â 10 39 s À1 ), E a as the activation energy (2:577 Â 10 5 J=mol), R is the universal gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin [17, 18] . The total injury at any point within the targeted tissue can be obtained by integrating the damage rate function over the treatment period, as illustrated in Equation (11).
To better portray the effects of thermal damage, the numerically calculated thermal damage was converted into a The initial conductivity and max-conductivity were set to 0.12 and 0.42 S/m, respectively to obtain the best possible fit. Figure 4 illustrates the transient temperature comparison for three different perfusion rates.
thermal kill percentage and mapped across a 2 D geometry. Equation (12) defines the mathematical relationship between the thermal damage and the thermal kill percentage,
where TKP represents the thermal kill percentage, and X is the thermal damage as a function of time.
Perfused organ trials
Organ preparation
Porcine livers were procured from a local abattoir and immediately fitted with Luer-Lock connectors and flushed at a constant pressure of approximately 90 mmHg with 1 L of modified phosphate buffer solution (PBS) to mitigate potential thrombosis. Sucrose was added to the PBS (0.75 w/v) to reduce the solution conductivity in the range of physiologic blood, 0.85 S/m [19] . Upon completion of the gravity flush, the tissue was then placed on ice until anastomosed to the normothermic organ preservation system (total time on ice no more than 120 min). The perfusate temperature was set and maintained at 30 C using a heater/cooler system, providing a near physiologic temperature. Approximately 30-40 min (depending on tissue volume) were given to allow for the whole organ to warm as close to the set temperature as possible. After IRE treatments, organs were perfused on the system for an additional 90-120 min at hypothermic conditions, 4 C, before sectioning/staining to allow for IRE changes to manifest, while also continuing to preserve the highly metabolic tissue. A total of nine livers were studied, with 8-10 treatments performed per liver. Figure 2 illustrates the perfused porcine liver on the organ preservation system, as well as all other external treatment and measurement systems. All animals were euthanized and handled in strict accordance with good animal practice as defined by the relevant national and local animal welfare bodies, and approved by Virginia Tech.
Electroporation pulse delivery
All IRE treatments were performed using the perfused organ model. About 8-10 treatments were delivered per liver using a single-insertion bipolar applicator constructed with internal channels that permit internal cooling [7, 20] . Two separate sets of experiments were performed to determine the significance of internal electrode cooling under various pulse delivery schemes. The first was a direct comparison of the cooled and uncooled applicator using a constant voltage delivery.
The second set of experiments incorporated a pre-conditioning process, which involved steadily increasing the voltage amplitude from 2700 V to the desired final voltage of 3000 V. It was hypothesized that this pre-conditioned method would aid in creating larger zones of treatment effects. Further, this second set of experiments included an arc-mitigation suite to facilitate treatment continuation in the events of high current, as described below (Table 3) .
Constant voltage delivery
A single-insertion bipolar applicator with the capacity for internal cooling was used to deliver pulsed electric fields. A BTX electroporation generator (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA, USA) was set to deliver 300 pulses at a constant amplitude of 2700 V. The pulse frequency was set to 90 pulses per minute, and the pulse width to 100 ms. An oscilloscope (DPO2002B; Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, OR, USA) was used to view the output waveforms using a 50 MHz 1000 Â high voltage probe (P5210A; Tektronix) and the current was measured using a 50 MHz current probe (TCP305; Tektronix). For this study, two livers were tested, with eight treatment regions per liver. Half of the treatment regions were created using internal electrode cooling, while the other half were not internally cooled (n ¼ 8 for each subgroup). Deionized (DI) water at room temperature acted as the coolant for these experiments and was perfused as a rate of 35 ml/min using a peristaltic pump (AngioDynamics Inc., Latham, NY, USA). A fiber optic temperature sensor (Luxtron m3300; LumaSense, Santa Clara, CA, USA) was attached to the bipolar applicator 4 mm above the proximal electrode and the tissue temperature was measured during treatment at a rate of one sample per second ( Figure 2 ). Temperature data was plotted over time to illustrate that the cooled applicators maintained lower temperatures throughout treatment. Additionally, the measured current (first pulse and last pulse), initial and final temperatures, and ablation volume sizes across the long and short axes were all evaluated and compared for cooled and un-cooled scenarios.
Preconditioned voltage delivery and automated arc-mitigation algorithm
This study also utilized the internally cooled single-insertion bipolar applicator to deliver pulsed electric fields. A NanoKnife TM electroporation generator (AngioDynamics Inc., Latham, NY, USA) was set to deliver 400 pulses using a 'pre-conditioning' paradigm, where therapy was administered in a ramped amplitude sequence extending from 2700 to 3000 V. The pulse frequency was set to 90 pulses per minute and the pulse width to 100 ms. Once the treatment was initiated, the NanoKnife TM delivered the set pulse parameters. If three consecutive arcs were encountered at any point within the 400 pulse protocol, the generator autonomously reduced its amplitude by adjusting the voltage or pulse-width in a fixed manner and continued treatment. A total of seven livers were tested, treating 8-10 regions per liver; 39 zones of treatment were generated with internal electrode cooling and 21 treatment regions were generated without internal electrode cooling. DI water acted as the coolant for these experiments and was perfused as a rate of 35 ml/min using an AngioDynamic peristaltic pump (AngioDynamics Inc., Latham, NY, USA). The voltage administered and corresponding current measured during treatments were averaged and plotted as a function of time to visualize the effects of the pre-conditioning paradigm, as well as the arc-mitigation algorithm.
The power was also calculated and plotted over time. A fiber optic temperature sensor was attached to the bipolar applicator 4 mm above the proximal electrode and the tissue temperature was measured during treatment at a rate of one sample per second ( Figure 2 ). Further, the measured current (first pulse and last pulse), initial and final temperatures, and ablation volume sizes across the long and short axes were all evaluated and compared for cooled and un-cooled scenarios. Lastly, the total amount of current and energy delivered to the tissue was evaluated by calculating the area beneath the curve.
Morphologic analysis
Sectioning was performed 90-120 min after the last ablation performed to allow for IRE changes to manifest (as previously demonstrated) [21] . The tissue was sectioned and sliced through the mid-plane of the treatment regions for gross evaluation. These sections were stained with TTC (MP Biomedicals, LLC Santa Ana, CA, USA) in PBS (15 gr/L) for 5-10 min without light exposure. Following staining, the treatment zones were photographed and measured along the long and short axis to determine the overall volume of the treatment region. Samples were fixed in formalin overnight and measured once more 12 h later. No statistical difference in ablation size was found when comparing the long and short axis measurements pre-and post-formalin. Thus, the post formalin measurements were used to represent ablation size throughout the manuscript. 
Results
Numerical model validation Figure 3 shows the numerical results for the comparison of an internally cooled and un-cooled applicator model at the end of an IRE treatment. The internally cooled and un-cooled models have a similar electric field distribution ( Figure  3(A,D) ). Conversely, the temperature distribution and thermal damage zone is greater for the uncooled model ( Figure  3(B-F) ), although notably both remain well below the temperature thresholds for protein denaturation of $70 C. Figure 4 illustrates temperature as a function of time for both the model and experimental results measured approximately 4 mm above the proximal electrode for three different perfusion rates (7:15 e À3 , 3:575 e À3 , and 1:43 e À3 [1/s]). Table 2 provides a comparison of initial current, final current, and the RMSE of temperature as a function of time between the numerical model and the experimentally measured results. The calculated RMSE between the numerical and measured transient temperature data was least for the perfusion rate of 3.575e À3 [1/s]. Further, the numerical simulation at this perfusion rate provided both an initial and final current within one standard deviation of the measured results indicating an acceptable fit between the model and measured results.
Active cooling effects at constant voltage Figure 4 shows the comparison between the temperatures at the point of measurement (approximately 4 mm above the proximal electrode) for the internally cooled applicator and the un-cooled applicator. The experimental data are presented as an average of n ¼ 5 trials. The internally cooled applicator operates at a significantly lower temperature (than the uncooled) during the treatment, reaching a maximum of 33.01 ± 1.7 C. The un-cooled applicator reached a maximum temperature of 42.43 ± 3.1 C (p :0001). Figure 5 shows the treatment zones for both a cooled and un-cooled applicator. Although we observe some coagulation of tissue (particularly for the non-cooled applicator), this amount of tissue change (which does not represent coagulation of every protein) did not sufficiently change the tissue properties to alter our tight correlation between modeling and experimentally obtained results. Thermally damaged regions were identified by the pale discoloration observed grossly [7] , indicating regions of intracellular thermal damage [22] , which is relatively safe for the ductal/tissue structures to remain functional (vessels, bile duct, etc.). While both Figure 5(A,B) illustrate zones of thermal damage, the uncooled applicator produced a much more defined and larger thermally affected region relative to the cooled applicator. The outcomes of applicator cooling in constant voltage experiments are summarized in Figure 6 for electrical current, temperature and ablation size. The final electrical currents are 26.32 ± 6.54 A for the cooled applicator and 29.20 ± 7.91 A for the un-cooled applicator, as shown in Figure 6 (A) (p :1688Þ. Comparison of the final temperatures ( Figure 6(B) ) also show a statistically significant warmer tissue in the case of no cooling (p :0001). Despite the differences in the electrical current and tissue temperature near the treated region, no significant difference was observed in the produced treatment zone sizes using cooled and un-cooled applicators as shown in Figure  6 (C). The cooled applicator yielded an average treatment zone size of 3.88 ± 0.25 cm by 2.08 ± 0.33 cm, while the uncooled applicator generated zones of treatment with the dimensions of 3.86 ± 0.44 cm by 2.12 ± 0.63 cm (length p :2495, width p :7507).
Active cooling effects when employing arcmitigation algorithm
To more clearly illustrate the step down method and indicate where step-downs occur for a specific treatment, a plot of the voltage and current output from the NanoKnife generator post treatment was generated (Figure 7) . This plot highlights the time at which point the arc-mitigation algorithm was implemented during this specific treatment. Figure 8 illustrates the average voltage, current and power for all cooled and un-cooled treatments when employing the arc mitigation algorithm. The administrated voltage is increased in four steps from 2700 to 3000 V. The arc mitigation algorithm acts in the occasion of arcing and reduces the voltage amplitude or pulse width.
It is shown that during the treatment with un-cooled applicators voltage amplitude decreased much more in comparison to the cooled applicators, on average (Figure 8(A) ).
Further, while maintaining a higher voltage amplitude, the internally cooled applicators showed a reduction in the current and power delivered to the tissue (Figures 8(B,C) ).
The outcomes of applicator cooling in arc mitigation experiments are summarized in Figure 9 for electrical current, temperature and ablation size. Internal cooling of the applicator reduced the temperature at the vicinity of the charged electrodes and thus lessened the thermally induced rise in Figure 5 . A comparison of gross pathology of treatment zones using (A) an internally cooled bipolar applicator and (B) an un-cooled applicator during the same IRE treatment protocol. Figure 3(B) clearly presents a centrally located white coagulated region as a result of thermal damage to the tissue, while Figure 3 (A) shows much less thermally damaged tissue. Both images were taken prior the use of any staining. Figure 6 . The effect of internal electrode cooling for fixed-amplitude IRE treatments. (A) A comparison of the initial and final electrical current measurements for cooled and un-cooled applicator designs shows an overall increase in current throughout treatment. Focusing on the final current measurement taken after the last pulse of treatment, the internally cooled applicator generated 26.32 ± 6.54 A, while the un-cooled generated 29.20 ± 7.91 A on average. (B) Initial and final temperature measurements were also compared to show the overall increase in tissue temperature throughout the treatments. The final temperature measurement differed by between the cooled and un-cooled applicator by 9.42 ± 1.4 C (cooled 33.01 ± 1.7 C, un-cooled 42.43 ± 3.1 C) (p :0001). (C) Both the long and short axes were measured and compared for the cooled and un-cooled applicators, generating an average treatment zone size of 3.88 ± 0.25 cm by 2.08 ± 0.33 cm for the cooled applicator and a 3.86 ± 0.44 cm by 2.12 ± 0.63 cm treatment zone for the uncooled applicator. electric current during pulse delivery (Figure 9(A,B) ). The experimental data shows a significantly lower electrical current and tissue temperature (p :001; p :005 respectively), while the long and short axis treatment zone measurements, although not statistically significant, showed a 2.5% and 8% increase in zone of treatment effect, respectively, for the internally cooled applicator (Figure 9(C) ). This outcome is in agreement with the higher voltage during the cooled experiments which also results in a higher electric field distribution in the tissue. Figure 10 shows the overall electrical current generated and total energy delivered at these prescribed pulse parameters with a cooled and un-cooled applicator. The electrical current generated was 23.76 ± 4.17 A and 18.93 ± 3.58 A for an un-cooled and cooled applicator respectively, (p :005). The total energy delivered was derived by calculating the average of the integral (area under the curve) for the voltage and current over time for each treatment output by the Nanoknife generator. These average values were then multiplied to calculate the average total energy experienced by the tissue. The resulting energy delivered was 2.19 ± 0.46 kJ and 1.74 ± 0.35 kJ for an un-cooled and cooled applicator respectively (p :005).
Discussion
In this study, the effects of internally cooled electrodes on treatment zone size, temperature, and current draw were Upon reaching the target amplitude of 3000 V, the un-cooled applicators showed an immediate declination in voltage amplitude, descending to 2900 V only 100 pulses later and finishing at 2834 V due to electrical arching. The internally cooled electrical applicators maintained the target amplitude of 3000 V for a while longer before experiencing more significant arching, and eventually finishing at 2880 V. In response to the arc-mitigation software, the average electrical current and power generated are maintained at a suitable level, though the internally cooled applicators consistently showed less current and power, while still delivering pulsed electric fields at a higher voltage.
investigated. The ability to produce large IRE treatment volumes (>3 cm diameter), using single bipolar applicator and the commercially available generators, is difficult due to the high likelihood of electrical arcing. Due to the risks of thermal damage and thermally induced electric current rises increasing electric arching risk during therapy, thermal mitigation strategies may improve IRE therapies. Such mitigation strategies include: pre-cooling/heating the tissue prior to treatment, monitoring current and temperature rise, the use of phase change materials, and strategic pulsing paradigms [7, [23] [24] [25] . However, active internal cooling is a preeminent approach that could have major impact IRE therapy. Internal electrode cooling was previously described for a singleinsertion, bipolar application [7] . The bipolar applicator contained both the source and sink electrodes on a single needle separated by a non-conductive spacer (0.8 cm in length). Our studies indicate that internal cooling reduced overall spikes in the delivered current and subsequent generator crashes, while producing similar treatment zone sizes to non-cooled applicators. Another strategy investigated was the maintenance of the current amplitude below a critical threshold of 50 A by appropriately adjusting the voltage and pulse-width in a fixed manner. Should the current exceed the set threshold, the voltage generator autonomously 'steppeddown' the voltage or pulse-width to systematically reduce the current amplitude. This mitigation strategy was primarily designed to control the current, but also helps to reduce undesirable tissue heating.
The desirable effects of IRE treatments are not dependent on thermal events, but thermal damage can still occur due to Joule heating. The combination of a thermally mitigating applicator and an arc-mitigating algorithm could improve IRE treatment by limiting thermal tissue damage, preventing generator crashes, and enhancing electrical energy delivery to the tissue.
This study demonstrated that the use of internally cooled electrodes can reduce the effects of Joule heating while effectively maintaining IRE treatment zones of similar dimensions to those administered traditionally (non-cooled) at the same pulse parameters. We have verified the effects of using an actively cooled applicator on electrical current, tissue temperature, and tissue treatment zone size for two different pulse generators and several treatment schemes. The first treatment protocol incorporated a constant voltage delivery, while the second treatment protocol incorporated a pre-conditioning ramped voltage delivery and an autonomous arc-mitigation algorithm specifically designed for the IRE system used. While the treatment zone dimensions were not significantly different statistically, the internally cooled applicator showed larger treatment zone sizes on average than the uncooled applicator. Further, both delivery methods demonstrated that internal electrode cooling allows for energy delivery at a lower electrical current, a reduced Figure 9 . The effect of internal electrode cooling for ramped-amplitude IRE treatments using the NanoKnife TM arc-mitigation system. (a) A comparison of the initial and final electrical current measurements for cooled and un-cooled applicator designs, shows an overall increase in current throughout treatment. Focusing on the final current measurement taken after the last pulse of treatment, the internally cooled applicator generated 41.07 ± 7.48 A, while the un-cooled applicator generated 47.20 ± 3.12 A on average (p :001). (b) Initial and final temperature measurements were also compared to show the overall increase in tissue temperature throughout the treatments. The final temperature measurement differed between the cooled and un-cooled applicator by 9.97 ± 3.98 C (cooled 34.93 ± 4.06 C, un-cooled 44.9 ± 8.04 C) (p :005). (c) The average treatment zone dimensions were 3.67 ± 0.71 cm by 2.27 ± 0.48 cm for the cooled applicator and 3.58 ± 0.72 cm by 2.09 ± 0.57 cm for the uncooled applicator. thermal imprint, and potentially creating a more replete IRE treatment.
Finite element analysis provided insight into the effects of internal cooling on the electric field, temperature distribution, and thermal injury distribution. More specifically, it was found that in an idealistic setting, the thermal ablation zone for the uncooled applicator could reach up to a size of 1 cm by 3 cm using the pulse parameters previously described, while the cooled applicator showed little to no thermal damage.
Though, this work was not without limitations. The numerical models included in this work simulated both solid and internally perfused single-needle, dual-electrode applicators within liver tissue. The model illustrated throughout this work defines tissue perfusion as a constant value. Though it is well known that tissue mediated cooling plays a dynamic role throughout treatment, it is still unclear at what capacity while using this perfused organ model. Additional parameters will need to be studied in the future. A more representative model might express perfusion as a function of electroporation, heating, and thermal damage [26] [27] [28] . Another limitation of this work is that it was only performed on explanted, actively perfused porcine liver tissue and the thermal response for these mitigation strategies should be verified for other tissue types. Further, all liver tissue used was from healthy animals and the presence of significant liver pathology (e.g. steatohepatitis, cirrhosis, or tumors) may alter IRE effects. We also appreciate that the additional pumping system needed for operation of internally cooled applicator could potentially add more intricacy to the procedure in clinical setting. Thus, work should be performed to test alternative methods that reduce thermal damage, current rise, as well as treatment protocol complexity. Future thermal mitigation studies may investigate the use of varied pulse timing paradigms for multiple monopolar applicator conditions, the use of phase change materials or a combination of the like.
In conclusion, this study tested the effects of using an actively cooled applicator on electrical current, tissue temperature, and tissue treatment zone size for both a constant voltage delivery and a pre-conditioned voltage delivery system, including an arc-mitigating 'step-down' sequence. This work successfully shows that internal electrode cooling reduces both the electrical current draw and tissue temperature while maintaining similar treatment zone sizes to noncooled electrodes throughout IRE therapy in an ex vivo perfused porcine liver model. Internal cooling may hold promise for enhancing the efficacy of IRE application in clinical practice. In addition to reducing tissue temperatures by nearly 10 C, the bipolar applicator reduces the complication of a multi-applicator procedure, while effectively maintaining significant zone of treatment size and enabling the potential to perform laparoscopic IRE surgery. This technology could lead to better overall outcomes for patients.
